Doctors modify drug dosage to bring disease states unSubjects playing the role of psychiatrists (actors) der control with minimal side effects. Stocktakers alter engaged in a simulated medical decision-making task the size of regular orders to ensure that demand is met in which they attempted to bring the value of a patient without excessive storage costs being incurred. Indusindicator variable into a desired range. For each treat-trial process controllers regulate features of some onment recommended by the actor, both the actor and going reaction to ensure that an appropriate amount an observer subject playing the role of a nurse assessed of the desired material is produced within safety conthe probability that the treatment would be effective.
. While judgmental con-implications regarding actor-observer differences in judgments of decision effectiveness. trol tasks differ from Langer's in that the outcome is objectively under the subject's control, recent research
To investigate this issue, we conducted a series of experiments in which each actor attempting to control indicates that subjects in such tasks also tend to be overconfident in their ability to control the outcome a system was accompanied by an observer. These individuals received the same information about system (Harvey, 1990b ).
Langer 's (1975, Experiment 4) results suggest that behavior as the actors and also saw what control decisions were made. After the decision was made, actors this overconfidence may be lower when the responses that people assess are those of others than when they and observers independently estimated the probability that it would be successful. Probability estimates made are their own. Tyebjee's (1987) simulation of new product planning lends to support to this view. He found by each member of a pair were not seen by the other member. that subjects who set the level of a marketing budget themselves predicted a higher probability of meeting
The output of the system that had to be controlled in these experiments was determined by a noisy logissales objectives than subjects who had the marketing budget set for them. Work by Wright and Ayton (1989) tic map: also suggests that independent observers may be in the best position to forecast decision effectiveness. They Y tϩ1 ϭ AY t (1 Ϫ Y t ) ϩ e t ϩ 1 (1) found that overconfidence in personal event forecasting correlated with degree of perceived control over the event. For example, overconfidence in 4-week forecasts where Y is a variable with values between 0 and 1 produced at times t ϭ 0, 1, 2 . . . n; A is a parameter was greater for personal events, such as losing a checkbook, than for events of an impersonal nature, such as controlled by actors to produce different values of Y;
and e is an independently normally distributed error a volcanic eruption.
In many ways, however, individuals who formulate term with a mean of 0 and a variance of .01. Different types of behavior are produced by the logisand implement decisions (who we will call actors) would seem to be in a better position to judge the probability tic map when the control parameter A is set at different values (Crutchfield, Farmer, & Huberman, 1982;  May, that those decisions will be effective or successful. Unlike observers, they are forced to attend to the control 1986). For the noisy system, these different behaviors may be summarized as follows. For A greater than 1.0 task in order to perform it and they may, therefore, develop a better understanding of the way the system but less than 3.0, Y has a single asymptotically stable value that increases with A. For A greater than 3.0 but is responding to their interventions. Also, they know their reasons for formulating particular decisions. Ob-less than 3.57, the system asymptotes to a stable state in which Y alternates between two fixed values. The servers deprived of such information may be less able to estimate the probability of efficacy of those decisions. difference between these two fixed values increases with A. After A reaches 3.57, the system produces unSome related research, though not directly concerned with the issue of decision control and implementation, predictable chaotic behavior.
In our experiments, actors were initially presented provides indirect support for this view. Vallone, Griffin, Lin, and Ross (1990) compared the confidence and accu-with the system in a stable state in which the behavior of Y was constant, alternating or chaotic. They had to racy with which undergraduates made predictions about events that might occur during their first year make adjustments to A to ensure that Y was produced with a new constant value. By manipulating the initial at university, both in their own lives and in their roommates' lives. These researchers found that, while the behavior of the system (i.e., the starting value of A), we are able to vary task difficulty (Harvey, 1990a ) and students were overconfident in both types of predictions, they were no more overconfident in their predic-thereby examine actor-observer differences over a large range of probabilities. Because performance does not tions regarding events in their own lives (over which they presumably had some control) than they were in generally improve over the session when the initial system parameter value varies, improvements in probabilpredictions regarding their roommates. If anything, overconfidence was greater for the latter. Furthermore, ity estimation over the course of the experiment cannot be attributed to changes in the probabilities being esti- Koehler (1994) found that actors were less overconfident than observers in answers to open-ended general mated. This task, then, is an ideal one with which to investigate the influence of factors such as perceived knowledge and prediction items, a result that was attributed to the actors' tendency to consider a greater control and outcome feedback on actor-observer differences in assessments of confidence in decision effectivenumber of alternative possibilities. In summary, then, the evidence from previous research is mixed in its ness.
EXPERIMENT 1
pair sat side by side in front of the computer monitor, with doctors on the right and nurses on the left. The Method top two-thirds of the screen contained information that was to be available to both subjects. The bottom third Subjects. Subjects were 60 undergraduate volun-of the screen was reserved for information confidential teers aged between 18 and 30 years. Each served for to either the doctor or the nurse. To ensure this confione session of approximately 70 min duration. dentiality, a T-shaped screen was placed between the subjects perpendicular to the computer monitor in such Procedure. The task, which was run on a computer, was framed as one of medical decision making. Subjects a way that it occluded the bottom third of the screen on each side from the subject sitting on the other side. were divided into 30 doctor-nurse pairs. Doctors (actors) were told to imagine that they were psychia-On the bench in front of each subject was a joystick console used to enter responses into the computer. trists specializing in drug treatment of affective disorders. Nurses (observers) were asked to think of themInstructions included the same information for both subjects but emphasized the different roles that each selves as nurses with an interest in the efficacy of their patients' treatments. Each pair was presented with the one was to adopt. Thus doctors were told to imagine that they were psychiatrists treating people with mood same eight patients but in different random orders. For each patient, doctors prescribed 10 treatments and, disorders whereas nurses were asked to imagine that they were assisting the psychiatrists. Both subjects after each of these, both subjects independently assessed the probability that it would be effective.
were told: Output of the logistic map was multiplied by 50 and
In the absence of treatment, some people are consistently more rounded to the nearest whole number to produce a diagdepressed than normal people. They must be treated with an nostic indicator termed the "happiness index." Subjects antidepressant drug. The more depressed they are, the more were informed that normal people have a monthly index antidepressant must be prescribed to bring their moods into the normal range. Other patients with mood disorders are either in the range 29-31, and that the aim of treatment was manics or manic-depressives. Manics are consistently more irreto bring moods into this range. Each of the patients sponsible and boisterous than normal people. Manic-depressives' was characterized by a personal value of the control moods change between excessively boisterous and excessively parameter, A. There were two depressives (A ϭ 2.0 depressed. In the absence of treatment, some manic-depressives' and 2.2), one manic (A ϭ 2.9), three alternating manicmoods oscillate between the two extremes in a predictable manner, whereas others have quite unpredictable changes in mood.
depressives (A ϭ 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5), and two chaotic Both manic and manic-depressive patients must be treated with manic-depressives (A ϭ 3.7 and 3.9). Generally speakthe drug lithium. In treating patients, a psychiatrist must try ing, the difficulty of successfully treating the patient to find out the most appropriate dosage for bringing each patient's increases with the value of A. Subjects treated the pamoods into the normal range.
tients by prescribing either lithium (which reduced A) or antidepressant (which increased A). Dosage of each Subjects were told that for diagnostic purposes each patient was asked to keep a diary of experiences that drug could vary between 0 and 30 units. Each extra unit moved A a further .05 in the direction specified by made them feel noticeably happy. The total number of such experiences for a given month was referred to as the drug. Table 1 shows examples of mood scores for each patient over a period of 12 months when no treat-the ''happiness index'' for that month. Normal people, subjects were informed, usually have a monthly happiment is given.
Subject pairs were run separately. Members of each ness index of between 29 and 31. Parameter  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12   2.0  24  25  24  24  23  24  24  25  24  25  24  25  2.2  26  27  26  27  26  27  26  26  26  26  25  26  2.9  32  33  32  32  33  32  32  31  32  32  33  33  3.1  25  38  28  37  27  38  27  38  29  36  28  37  3.3  24  41  25  40  24  41  22  42  23  40  23  40  3.5  18  41  22  42  18  40  22  43  18  40  21  42  3.7  45  15  40  16  38  32  16  41  15  45  26  41  3.9  9  31  45  15  42  24  48  3  12  36  44  18 Subjects were then told that for each patient they iterated 100 times to bring it into a stable state determined by the value of A. The next two iterations were would first be presented with happiness indices for two used to generate the initial data on the patient. Further successive months (in the absence of any treatment).
iterations producing later patient data were made on The doctor would then make a prescription. After that, the basis of the A values modified by the doctors' treatdoctor and nurse would independently assess the probament decision (i.e. drug prescription) in the manner bility that this treatment would bring the patient's hapoutlined above. piness index within the normal range (i.e., 29-31) on the Patient data, doctors' prescriptions, and the question following month. Subjects were told that this judgment about treatment efficacy were all presented in the upper was important because relatives and other people car-"public" portion of the computer screen. Assessments ing for patients find it useful to have an idea of the of treatment efficacy were made in the lower "confidenextent to which they can expect normal behavior from tial" part. At the top of the screen, the title "Initial Data the patient after each prescription. The system would on Your Patient" appeared on the first month. On later then step forward to display the patient's happiness months, this was replaced by "Data on Your Patient One index at the end of the third month (i.e. after the first Month Later". Directly below the title, the headings treatment). On the basis of this and knowledge of the "Happiness Index" and "Treatment Regime" appeared previous happiness indices, the doctor was to make a on the left and right, respectively. Beneath these headtreatment decision for the next month, which both docings, patient data were presented. Thus, for example, tor and nurse would once again assess. This cycle of when a patient first appeared, the first row of data index examination, treatment decision, and assessment might have the information "Month 1 ϭ 27 After No of treatment effectiveness would continue until the end Drug." The second row might have the information of the 12th month. At this point, a new patient would "Month 2 ϭ 40 After No Drug." Only the two most appear for treatment. Subjects were informed that they recent months' data were presented. For example, after would see a total of eight patients. the first treatment decision was made and evaluated, It was explained that if treatment was stopped at any the system stepped forward a month such that Month time, the patient would revert to the original pattern of 1 information disappeared, Month 2 information moved moods that was evident in the first two months before into its place, and the new information regarding Month any drugs had been prescribed. They were also in-3 (e.g., "Month 3 ϭ 18 After 8 Mg Lithium") was preformed that for each patient there was a drug dosage sented below it. that, if maintained, would ensure that the patient's Below the data on a patient, two questions appeared moods were generally within the normal range, though for the doctor to answer. The first was "Which Drug?" this dosage may need to be maintained for longer than After the doctor had selected "Lithium" or "Antidepresa single month before the index was brought into range. sant," the question "What Dosage?" appeared. After the (Thus they were warned about transient responses of doctor had decided on a dose between 0 and 30 mg, both the system.) It would be clear if a prescription was too subjects were presented with the question "What is the high, subjects were told, because a consistently de-probability that this will result in the patient's happipressed patient maintained on an overdosage of anti-ness index being normal (i.e., 29-31) next month?" Each depressant would become manic or manic-depressive. subject then used his or her joystick to select an integer Similarly, a consistently manic or manic-depressive pa-value between 0 and 100% in the lower "confidential" tient maintained on an overdosage of lithium would part of the screen. After 10 treatments had been prebecome depressed.
scribed and assessed, subjects were presented with the Each subject in the pair had his or her own joystick next patient. and was shown how to use it to answer questions. Moving it from left to right caused all possible answers to Results the current question to appear on the screen. The joystick was to be moved until the desired response was
Confidence. The probability judgments were exampresented. Pressing a button on the joystick console ined using a judge (doctor vs nurse) by patient difficulty then registered this response. Subjects were instructed (8 levels) by treatment month (10 levels) repeated-meato complete the experiment in silence and not to commu-sures analysis of variance (ANOVA). This analysis indinicate with their partners in any way.
cates that doctors (mean confidence 62%) were signifiPatients were presented in random order. To produce cantly more confident that their treatments would be initial data on each one, the appropriate A value was effective than were nurses (mean confidence 52%), F(1, assigned, and a random number between 0 and 1 was 29) ϭ 8.50, p Ͻ .01. For both doctors and nurses, confidence tended to increase over treatment months, F(9, chosen as the first value of Y. The system was then 1994). In the Brier score analyses reported in this paper, the probability judgments were first rounded to the nearest 10%, forming 11 possible probability categories. Table 2 shows the results of the analysis. The overall correspondence between confidence and treatment effectiveness was not particularly impressive in this or subsequent experiments. Indeed, the (mean) Brier scores found in the present experiments are not generally better than that which could be achieved by reporting a uniform confidence value of 50% on all trials, though such a strategy would have an adverse effect on at least one of the component scores, namely resolution. There was a marginally significant overall difference less well with treatment effectiveness than those of the nurses. 261) ϭ 36.11, p Ͻ .01, and to decrease as patient diffi-
The source of the difference in Brier scores can be culty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 15.44, p Ͻ .01. The increase investigated by decomposing the score into theoretically in confidence over treatment months tended to be interesting components. We carried out both the Murgreater for doctors than for nurses, F(9, 261) ϭ 2.21, p phy decomposition (Murphy, 1973) , which yields cali-Ͻ .05. No other effects were statistically significant.
bration and resolution components, and the covariance decomposition (Yates, 1982 (Yates, , 1988 , which yields bias, Treatment effectiveness. Mean treatment effective-slope, and scatter components. Both decompositions ness, as measured by the likelihood that the doctor's also yield a variance component, which depends entreatment was successful, was 37%. Both doctors and tirely on the outcome variable and not on the confinurses, then, tended to be overconfident in the sense dence judgments. of overestimating the probability that the treatment The Murphy decomposition indicates that the differwould be effective. Doctors were more overconfident ence in Brier scores between doctors and nurses is than were nurses. A repeated-measures ANOVA of the wholly attributable to the significantly better calibratreatment effectiveness measure indicates that effec-tion achieved by nurses than by doctors; no difference tiveness tended to increase over treatment months, F(9, was observed for resolution. This result suggests that 261) ϭ 15.05, p Ͻ .01, and to decrease as patient diffi-while the nurses tended to give lower confidence judgeculty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 15.77, p Ͻ .01. As noted ments, yielding better calibration, they were no more above, these effects were mirrored in the confidence sensitive to the difference between an effective and inefmeasure, suggesting that subjects were sensitive to fective treatment than were the doctors. The difference their influence on treatment effectiveness. A significant in calibration between the two conditions is shown in treatment month by patient difficulty interaction, F(63, the calibration curve of Fig. 2 . It should be noted that 1827) ϭ 1.85, p Ͻ .01, suggests that the significant these calibration analysis results are very similar to improvement in performance over months was greater for low-difficulty than for high-difficulty patients. No ing and decomposing Brier scores (Brier, 1950) separately for each subject in the experiment (e.g., see
Note. Also shown are the t test value and observed significance level comparing doctors and nurses on each measure. Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982; Yates, 1990 , might have enhanced their feeling of confidence relative to that of the nurses.
EXPERIMENT 2
A second experiment was conducted to disentangle the two possible interpretations of the results of Experiment 1. As in the first experiment, the doctor prescribed a treatment on each trial which was then evaluated by both the doctor and the nurse. Following this, however, the nurse then gave his or her own treatment recommendation. Both doctor and nurse then assessed their confidence in the nurses' recommended treatment. Only the doctor's treatment was implemented on each trial. If the doctor-nurse confidence difference observed in the previous experiment is due to simple difference of opinion regarding treatment, then there should be symmetric effects on confidence for the doctors' and nurses'
FIG. 2. Calibration curves for doctors and nurses in Experi-
decisions: Doctors should be more confident than nurses ment 1.
in the doctors' decisions and less confident than nurses in the nurses' decisions. On the other hand, if the effect those obtained by Harvey (1990b) in an experiment depends on perceived control over the system, then we similar to the present one but in which no nurses were should expect to find a difference only for the doctors' present. This suggests that the mere presence of nurses decisions as it is only their decisions that are actually (i.e., observers) had little effect on the way that doctors implemented on each trial. evaluated the effectiveness of their treatment decisions.
Method The covariance decomposition results yield similar conclusions. A large difference in bias (mean overconfiSubjects. A new group of 60 undergraduate volundence) indicates that nurses tended to give lower confi-teers aged between 18 and 30 years served as subjects, dence assessments, but the marginal difference in slope yielding 30 doctor-nurse pairs. suggests that the two groups did not differ greatly in
Procedure. Each trial of the experiment proceeded their ability to distinguish successful from unsuccessful as follows. First, the doctor made a treatment decision treatments. The difference in scatter indicates that the on the basis of the information provided about the panurses' confidence assessments were "noisier" than tient. Both doctor and nurse then made (independent) those of the doctors, that is, included more variance judgments of the probability that the doctor's treatment unrelated to treatment effectiveness.
would be effective. Following this, the nurse was asked Discussion to give his or her own treatment recommendation for the patient. Both the doctor and the nurse then gave The first experiment demonstrated significant actorprobability judgments that the nurse's recommended observer differences in confidence, with the doctors extreatment would be effective if it were to be implepressing greater confidence in their treatment decisions mented. At this point the doctor's treatment was implethan that expressed by the observing nurses. There mented, feedback regarding the results of this treatare two possible explanations for the relatively lower ment was provided, and the next trial (monthly confidence expressed by the nurses. First, simple differtreatment) commenced. In all other respects the second ence of opinion regarding the optimal treatment might experiment was identical to the first. have led the nurses to feel less confident than the doctors. That is, because doctors are allowed to choose their Results preferred treatment, any disagreement between the doctor and the nurse regarding the most effective treatConfidence. The probability judgments (in this and in all subsequent experiments) were analyzed using a ment would result in lower confidence for nurses in the doctors' decisions. Second, the difference might be treatment (doctor vs nurse) by judge (doctor vs nurse)
by patient difficulty (8 levels) by treatment month (10 attributable to the fact that the doctors but not the nurses had control of the system (i.e., the decision pro-levels) repeated-measures ANOVA. A significant treatment by judge interaction indicates that differences in cess). This perception of control on the part of doctors expressed confidence between doctors and nurses depended on whether the doctor's or nurse's treatment was being assessed, F(1, 29) ϭ 59.02, p Ͻ .01. When evaluating the doctors' treatments, doctors (mean confidence 60%) and nurses (mean confidence 58%) expressed essentially equal confidence, simple effects F(1, 29) Ͻ 1. When assessing the nurses' treatments, in contrast, nurses (mean confidence 65%) were significantly more confident than were doctors (mean confidence 53%), simple effects F(1, 29) ϭ 14.81, p Ͻ .01.
The analysis also revealed effects of patient difficulty and treatment month similar to those found in the previous experiment. For both doctors and nurses, confidence tended to increase over treatment months, F(9, 261) ϭ 61.24, p Ͻ .01, and to decrease as patient difficulty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 7.28, p Ͻ .01. Furthermore, confidence tended to increase over treatment months more quickly for low-difficulty patients than for highdifficulty patients, F(63, 1827) ϭ 2.10, p Ͻ .01. Finally there was an apparently anomalous treatment by difficulty interaction, F(7, 203) ϭ 2.71, p Ͻ .01, which is not easily interpretable and did not occur in any of the subsequent experiments. No other effects were statistically significant. mented, was 38%. The difference in treatment effectiveness between doctors and nurses is nonsignificant, F(1, the nurses' treatments and for the doctors' treatments. 29) Ͻ 1. Thus both doctors and nurses were overconfiThe results appear in Table 3 . Reflecting the overconfident in their assessments of both doctor and nurse dence measure, doctors and nurses achieved essentially treatments, and nurses were more overconfident than equal Brier scores when judging the doctors' treatments doctors in assessing the nurses' treatments.
but doctors achieved better scores than the nurses when Again, as reflected in the confidence judgments, assessing the nurses' decisions. The Murphy decompotreatment effectiveness increased with treatment sition of the Brier scores indicated that the difference month, F(9, 261) ϭ 15.11, p Ͻ .01, and decreased as in the latter case was again completely attributable to patient difficulty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 14.33, p Ͻ .01. differences in calibration and not in resolution. This Furthermore, treatment effectiveness-as well as confiwas also reflected in the covariance decomposition, dence-tended to increase over treatment months more which indicated differences in bias but not slope in quickly for low-difficulty patients than for high-diffijudgments of the nurses' treatments. In this and subseculty patients F(63, 1827) ϭ 1.55, p Ͻ .01. The only quent experiments, there was a pattern of greater scatother statistically significant effect was an uninterpretter for judgments of the experimental partner's treatable treatment by treatment month interaction, F(9, ments than for judgments of one's own treatments. We 261) ϭ 1.94, p Ͻ .05, which did not occur in any of the return to this observation in the General Discussion. subsequent experiments. Because similar results were Figure 4 displays calibration curves; once again, the obtained in the following two experiments, Figure 3 data from Experiments 2, 3, and 4 have been combined combines the data from Experiments 2, 3, and 4 and because their results are quite similar. displays confidence and treatment effectiveness as a function of patient difficulty separately for the doctors' Discussion and nurses' treatments.
Brier score decomposition. For each subject, Brier
In the first experiment, doctors expressed greater confidence in their treatment recommendations than scores were computed and decomposed separately for that expressed by nurses. This effect was unexpectedly eliminated in the second experiment, however, when nurses were given the opportunity to make their own, alternative treatment recommendations. The effect observed in the first experiment for the doctors' treatments did hold, however, for the nurses' treatments in the second experiment (i.e., nurses were more confident than were doctors). One possible interpretation of these findings is that they are attributable to a "second-guessing" effect: The doctors, now knowing that every treatment recommendation they make will be immediately followed by the nurses' own treatment recommenda- recommendations might have decreased as a consequence of this salient second guessing on the part of the nurses. The second-guessing effect might have also or her own recommendation. In short, the doctors' recommendations (but not the nurses') were being subincreased the nurses' confidence in the doctors' recommendations, in that they could not give skeptical assess-jected to second guessing. On this account, the effect should be reversed if the nurses' recommendations are ments without subsequently offering a better suggestion regarding treatment. Thus, on this interpretation, given before the doctors'.
An alternative interpretation is that the difference the second-guessing effect should move doctors' and nurses' confidence in the doctors' treatments toward in judgments of doctors' and nurses' recommendations arises from the fact that the doctors' recommendations each other relative to the first experiment.
This interpretation suggests that the order in which are implemented and the nurses' are not. For example, the feedback received regarding the doctors' recommenthe doctor and nurse give their treatment recommendations is crucial. That is, doctors and nurses were equally dations may drive assessments regarding these recommendations into general agreement, while the lack of confident in the doctors' recommendation because both knew that the nurse would subsequently be giving his feedback regarding the nurses' recommendations may allow the doctors and nurses to continue to disagree and nurses (mean confidence 67%) expressed essentially equal confidence, simple effects F(1, 29) ϭ 1.50, when assessing those recommendations. (Note that this interpretation must be supplemented in some way to n.s. Reversing the order in which the treatment recommendations were made, then, had no effect on the genaccount for the discrepancy between doctors' and nurses' assessments in the first experiment. One possi-eral pattern of results.
The analysis also revealed effects of patient difficulty bility is that the generation of alternatives on the part of nurses in the second experiment makes both doctors and treatment month similar to those found in the previous experiments. For both doctors and nurses, conand nurses more aware of alternative treatments, and that this awareness is necessary-along with the feed-fidence tended to increase over treatment months, F(9, 261) ϭ 35.21, p Ͻ .01, and to decrease as patient back-to bring the doctors' and nurses' confidence judgments into agreement.) On this alternative interpreta-difficulty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 13.96, p Ͻ .01. Furthermore, confidence tended to increase over treatment tion, the order in which the doctors' and nurses' recommendations are given should have no effect. months more quickly for low-difficulty patients than for high-difficulty patients, F(63, 1827) ϭ 2.66, p Ͻ .01. No other effects were statistically significant.
EXPERIMENT 3
Treatment effectiveness. On average, the doctors' The third experiment was conducted to test between treatments were effective in 43% of the cases. Treatthe two alternative interpretations outlined above. This ment effectiveness for nurses, computed by determining experiment was identical to the previous one, except the expected outcome had the treatment been implethat the nurses gave their recommendations before mented, was 38%. This difference, in contrast to the the doctors. previous experiment, is statistically significant, F(1, 29) ϭ 6.69, p Ͻ .05. Both doctors and nurses were overconfiMethod dent in their assessments of both doctor and nurse Subjects. A new group of 60 undergraduate volun-treatments; nurses were more overconfident than docteers aged between 18 and 30 years served as subjects, tors when assessing the nurses' treatments but not yielding 30 doctor-nurse pairs.
when assessing the doctors' treatments. Again, as reflected in the confidence judgments, Procedure. The experimental design and procedure treatment effectiveness increased with treatment were identical to that of the previous experiment, the month, F(9, 261) ϭ 19.15, p Ͻ .01, and decreased as only difference being the reversal of the order in which patient difficulty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 19.58, p Ͻ .01. the doctors and nurses gave their treatment recommenFurthermore, treatment effectiveness-as well as confidations. Thus, on a given trial, the nurse first gave a dence-tended to increase over treatment months more treatment recommendation, and both nurse and doctor quickly for low-difficulty patients than for high-diffiassessed their confidence in this recommendation, then culty patients, F(63, 1827) ϭ 2.23, p Ͻ .01. The only the doctor gave a treatment recommendation and both other statistically significant effect was a treatment subjects again made confidence judgments. As in the by treatment month by patient difficulty interaction previous experiment, only the doctors' recommenda-F(9, 261) ϭ 1.94, p Ͻ .05, in which the improvement of tions were implemented. Feedback, then, was available nurses' treatments over treatment months was slower regarding the doctors' but not the nurses' treatment than that of doctors' for high-difficulty (but not lowrecommendations. difficulty) patients. This effect did not occur in any of the other experiments. Results
Confidence. The results of this experiment were es-
Brier score decomposition. For each subject, Brier scores were computed and decomposed separately for sentially identical to those of Experiment 2. A significant treatment by judge interaction indicates that dif-the nurses' treatments and for the doctors' treatments.
The results of the Brier score analysis, which appear ferences in expressed confidence between doctors and nurses depended on whether the doctor's or nurse's in Table 4 , follow the same pattern as that observed in the previous experiment. Doctors and nurses achieved treatment was being assessed, F(1, 29) ϭ 43.11, p Ͻ .01. When assessing the nurses' treatments, nurses (mean essentially equal Brier scores when judging the doctors' treatments but doctors achieved better scores than the confidence 72%) were significantly more confident than were doctors (mean confidence 59%), simple effects F(1, nurses when assessing the nurses' decisions. Decomposition of the Brier scores indicated that the difference 29) ϭ 25.51, p Ͻ .01. When evaluating the doctors' treatments, in contrast, doctors (mean confidence 69%) in the latter case was again completely attributable to doctors' recommendations is positive (indicating greater confidence by doctors than nurses) only very differences in calibration (or bias) and not in resolution early in the patient sequence, and is quickly driven (or slope).
to zero. (Note that this result cannot be attributed to changes in treatment effectiveness, which remained Discussion constant across the eight-patient sequence.) Such a result is consistent with the idea that both the doctor and The essentially identical results of Experiments 2 and 3 indicate that the order in which doctors' and the nurse begin with symmetrically greater confidence in their own than in the other's recommendations, but nurses' recommendations are elicited has no substantial effect on judged confidence or its relationship to the subsequent feedback regarding the doctor's recommendations forces judgments regarding these recommendatreatment effectiveness measure. Such a result would appear to discredit the "second-guessing effect" inter-tions into agreement. pretation of the asymmetry in judgments of doctors' and nurses' recommendations, and to implicate the asymmetry of feedback instead as the source of the results. The suggestion, then, is that the availability of feedback regarding the doctors'-but not the nurses'-recommendations, coupled with the increased salience of alternative possible treatments caused by asking the nurses to give their own recommendations, drives the doctors' and nurses' confidence judgments regarding the doctors' treatment recommendations into agreement. Because no feedback is given regarding the nurses' recommendations, in contrast, doctors and nurses can continue to disagree in their assessments of these recommendations.
With this possibility in mind, the data of Experiments
FIG. 5.
Average difference between doctor confidence and nurse 2 and 3 were re-analyzed by substituting patient numconfidence as a function of patient number (i.e., the patient's position ber (i.e., the order in which the eight patients were in the eight-patient experimental sequence), plotted separately for encountered in the experiment) for patient difficulty doctors' and nurses' treatment recommendations. Data from Experiments 2 and 3 have been combined in this figure. in the repeated-measures ANOVA. (Recall that each The obvious way to test this interpretation is to give the results. Because the results are so similar to previous experiments they are discussed only briefly here. feedback regarding the nurses' recommendations in addition to that given regarding the doctors' recommenda-When evaluating the doctors' treatments, doctors (mean confidence 66%) and nurses (mean confidence tions. If the interpretation is correct, we would expect the resulting differences between doctors and nurses 66%) expressed essentially equal confidence, simple effects F(1, 29) Ͻ 1. When assessing the nurses' treatin their confidence judgments to be symmetric and less pronounced (or even eliminated) relative to the differ-ments, in contrast, nurses (mean confidence 74%) were significantly more confident than were doctors (mean ences found in the absence of feedback. This possibility is tested in Experiment 5. Before moving on to that confidence 57%), simple effects F(1, 29) ϭ 58.19, p Ͻ .01. Effects of patient difficulty and treatment month experiment, however, we felt it was necessary to rule out an artifactual explanation of the doctor-nurse dif-were similar to those found in previous experiments. ferences observed in the previous experiments.
Treatment effectiveness. On average, the doctors' treatments were effective in 41% of the cases. Treat-EXPERIMENT 4 ment effectiveness for nurses, which did not differ significantly from that of doctors, was 39%. Thus both docIt is possible that the differences observed in the tors and nurses were overconfident in their previous experiments between doctors' and nurses' assessments of both doctor and nurse treatments, and judgments are due not to manipulations of the avail-nurses were more overconfident than doctors in asability of feedback or the salience of alternative possible sessing the nurses' treatments. Treatment effectivetreatments, but rather to an unintentional social psy-ness, like confidence, was affected by patient difficulty chological effect arising from the role designations used and treatment month as in previous experiments. in these experiments. Specifically, the assignment of subject pairs to doctor and nurse roles may have someBrier score decomposition. Analysis once again how led subjects to view the doctor subjects as more showed that doctors and nurses achieved essentially knowledgeable or competent in the task than the nurse equal Brier scores when judging the doctors' treatments subjects. However unlikely, we thought it prudent to but doctors achieved better scores than the nurses when rule out this possibility by conducting an experiment assessing the nurses' decisions. In contrast to the previin which the nurses were now referred to as "consul-ous experiments, however, decomposition of the Brier tant psychiatrists." scores indicated significant differences in resolution (and slope) as well as calibration (and bias). It is unclear Method why discrimination ability (measured by resolution or slope) was affected in only this experiment. Subjects. A new group of 60 undergraduate volunteers aged between 18 and 30 years served as subjects, Discussion yielding 30 doctor-nurse pairs.
The artifactual interpretation regarding the imporProcedure. The experimental design and procedure tance of designating the observer subjects as nurses were identical to that of Experiment 2, with doctors appears to be discredited. Having dismissed this altergiving their recommendations before the nurses, the native, we can move on to investigate the influence only difference being that the nurses were now referred of feedback on the pattern of results obtained in the to as experienced "consulting psychiatrists" observing earlier experiments. the actions of the more junior doctors. For consistency, these subjects will continue to be referred to as "nurses" EXPERIMENT 5 in this paper. As in the previous experiment, only the doctors' recommendations were implemented, so that
In the final experiment, feedback was provided for feedback was available regarding the doctors' but not both the doctors' and the nurses' recommendations. the nurses' (consulting psychiatrists') treatment recomOnly the doctors' treatment was actually implemented mendations.
on each trial, but subjects were informed on each trial what would have happened had the nurses' recommenResults dation been implemented instead. This design allows us to disentangle the influences of feedback and control Confidence. The results did not differ in any substantial way from those of Experiment 2, suggesting over the system. The interpretation offered earlier implicates feedback as the crucial variable, and predicts that the designation of the observer subject as a "nurse" in previous experiments did not, in and of itself, affect symmetric effects on judgments of the doctors' and nurses' recommendations. If perceived control is the For both doctors and nurses, confidence tended to increase over treatment months, F(9, 261) ϭ 10.84, p Ͻ important variable, in contrast, we would expect continued asymmetries in the judgments as only the doctors .01, and to decrease as patient difficulty increased, F(7, 203) ϭ 7.90, p Ͻ .01. No other effects were statistihave control over the system (i.e., the course of treatment actually implemented on each trial). cally significant.
Treatment effectiveness. On average, the doctors' Method treatments were effective in 26% of the cases. Treatment effectiveness for nurses, based on the expected Subjects. A new group of 60 undergraduate volunoutcome had the treatment been implemented, was teers aged between 18 and 30 years served as subjects, 25%. This difference is not significant, F(1, 29) Ͻ 1. yielding 30 doctor-nurse pairs.
Note that the rate of treatment effectiveness was lower Procedure. With the exception of the additional than in the previous experiments, perhaps because subfeedback, the experimental design and procedure were jects had to divide their attention between the two essentially identical to that of Experiment 2. The doc-sources of feedback. Both doctors and nurses were overtors first gave their recommendations, which were as-confident in their assessments of both doctor and nurse sessed by both subjects; then the nurses gave their treatments, with both groups being more overconfident recommendations, which were also assessed by both in their own recommendations than in those of their subjects. After this process was completed, in contrast partners. to the previous experiments, subjects were presented As in previous experiments, treatment effectiveness with feedback regarding both the outcome of the doc-increased with treatment month, F(9, 261) ϭ 8.88, p Ͻ tors' treatment recommendation and the expected out-.01, and decreased as patient difficulty increased, F(7, come of the nurses' recommendation, had it been imple-203) ϭ 17.83, p Ͻ .01. Furthermore, treatment effectivemented. Subjects were told that the effectiveness of the ness-but not confidence-tended to increase over nurse's treatment could be established on the basis of treatment months more quickly for low-difficulty paknowledge of how various dosage levels had affected tients than for high-difficulty patients, F(63, 1827) ϭ patients similar to the one undergoing treatment. Once 1.46, p Ͻ .05. No other effects were significant. this feedback was presented, subjects moved on to the Brier score decomposition. The results of the Brier next trial. In all other respects, the procedure was idenscore analysis appear in Table 5 . As in the first experitical to that of Experiment 2. ment, and in contrast to Experiments 2 to 4, nurses
Results

TABLE 5
Confidence. In contrast to the previous three experi- vealed effects of patient difficulty and treatment month.
achieved better scores than the doctors when assessing to zero as in the earlier experiments, the presence of feedback did lead to smaller differences as more and the doctors' decisions. Decomposition of these Brier scores indicated that the superiority of the nurses' judg-more patients were seen. ments was entirely attributable to differences in calibration rather than resolution. For the nurses' deci-
GENERAL DISCUSSION
sions, there were only marginal differences in Brier scores, which were in the direction of better scores for Two simple hypotheses regarding actor-observer differences in judging the probability of treatment effecdoctors than for nurses. Again, the superiority of the doctors' judgments appeared to be attributable to differ-tiveness might be used to predict the results of our experiments.
(1) According to the control hypothesis, ences in calibration (or bias) rather than resolution (or slope). In both cases, observers tended to give less people tend to overestimate their ability to control the output of complex systems such as the one examined overconfident judgments than actors.
in this paper. By this account, we would expect doctors to be overconfident in their treatment recommendaDiscussion tions, while nurses would be expected to give more realistic assessments of the doctors' recommendations. BeThe final experiment clearly implicates feedback as an important factor influencing actor-observer differ-cause the nurses' recommendations, in contrast, were not implemented, we would not expect to find a similar ences in judgment. The asymmetric doctor-nurse differences in confidence observed in Experiments 2 to 4 were effect in assessments of their recommendations. (2) According to the disagreement hypothesis, actor-observer rendered symmetric once feedback regarding nurses' as well as doctors' recommendations was provided. Under differences arise from differences in opinion regarding the appropriate course of action. On this account, we these conditions, doctors and nurses exhibited comparable tendencies toward exhibiting greater confidence would expect doctors to be more confident than nurses in the doctors' recommendations and nurses to be more in their own than in their experimental partner's treatment recommendations. This observation suggests that confident than doctors in the nurses' recommendations.
The results from the five experiments presented here having (or perceiving) control over the system (i.e., over which treatment is actually implemented on a given are not consistent with either of these simple hypotheses. Instead, a more complex pattern of results was trial) has little influence on confidence, at least in the task we studied. As long as the subject is informed observed. While doctors were indeed more confident than nurses in the doctors' treatment recommendations about the expected outcome of his or her recommended treatment, it seems to matter little (in terms of judged in the first experiment, this effect was eliminated in Experiments 2 to 4 when the nurses were given the confidence) whether that recommendation is actually implemented or not. opportunity to offer their own, alternative recommendations. It is not entirely clear whether this change was We suggested earlier that the feedback regarding the doctors' recommendations given in Experiments 2 and due to lowered confidence on the part of doctors when faced with the nurses' competing recommendations, or 3 was responsible for driving the doctors' and nurses' confidence judgments regarding these recommenda-due instead to increased confidence in the doctors' recommendations on the part of nurses when obliged to tions into greater agreement as more and more patients were encountered (see Fig. 5 ). This argument might justify, in a sense, their own skepticism of the doctors' recommendations by coming up with a better idea of be taken to suggest that, in the final experiment, a comparable effect on doctor-nurse agreement should be their own. Examination of mean confidence for the first two patients in Experiments 2 and 3 suggests that both found for both doctors' and nurses' recommendations because feedback was given for both. The relevant treat-of these phenomena played a role: Between the first and second patient, the doctors' confidence in the doctors' ment by judge by patient number interaction is indeed significant, F(7, 203) ϭ 2.25, p Ͻ .05. Examination of recommendations decreased while the nurses' confidence in these recommendations increased. the mean doctor-nurse confidence differences shows that for assessments of both recommendations, the dif-
The present results are also apparently inconsistent with the studies by Koehler (1994) showing that subference in confidence between doctors and nurses was greater for the first four patients (M ϭ ϩ9.3% for doctor jects who generate their own hypotheses express lower confidence in their truth than do observers presented recommendations and M ϭ Ϫ9.0% for the nurse recommendations) than for the last four patients (M ϭ ϩ6.7% with the same hypotheses for evaluation. The differences between the tasks investigated by Koehler (1994) for doctor recommendations and M ϭ Ϫ6.7% for the nurse recommendations) seen in the experiment. Thus, and that used in the present studies, however, are so numerous as to make direct comparison of the results although it did not drive the doctor-nurse difference quite difficult. Koehler and Harvey (in press) present the absence of feedback regarding the nurses' alternative recommendations, doctors faced the nagging possithe results of an initial attempt to identify the source bility that the nurses' recommendations were better of these apparently contradictory findings.
than their own. When coupled with feedback indicating Although the requirement that nurses give their own that their own treatments were far from perfectly effecrecommendations eliminated the previously-observed tive, the doubt raised by this possibility might have led difference in confidence between doctors and nurses to a decrease in initial confidence over the first few in the doctors' recommendations, such a difference repatients. The possibility that the nurses' recommendaemerged in assessments of the nurses' recommendations were superior was discredited by the provision of tions. A consistent pattern was found in Experiments feedback regarding their recommendations in Experi-2 to 4 of greater confidence by nurses than doctors in ment 5, which showed approximately equal effectivethe nurses' recommendations, but equal confidence in ness for doctors' and nurses' treatments. Freed from the doctors' recommendations. Experiment 5 showed the doubt raised by this possibility, doctors were once that this asymmetry is due, not to differences in control again more confident than nurses in the doctors' treat-(i.e., treatment implementation) between doctors and ments. nurses, but rather to the absence of feedback regarding Two comments are in order regarding the nature and the nurses' treatment recommendations. Once feedback impact of the feedback provided in our experiments, as was given for both doctors' and nurses' recommendait appears to play a central role in the results. First, tions, the asymmetry in the probability judgments note that the feedback provided in the "dynamic" task was eliminated.
we used is quite different from the type of feedback The importance of feedback was highlighted by an that might be made available in the usual "static" tasks analysis of how differences in confidence between doc-(e.g., general knowledge questions) found in many studtors and nurses changed over the eight-patient experiies of confidence in judgment. Indeed, outcome feedback mental sequence. As shown in Fig. 5 , doctors were inimay be more informative in a dynamic task than in a tially more confident than nurses in the doctors' static one, in that it has more relevance for the subserecommendations, but this difference was eliminated quent judgment that is to be made. For example, disafter the first couple of patients encountered. We as-covering that one's initial treatment recommendation sume that this reduction in disagreement was due to the was not effective in bringing the desired patient index feedback received regarding the outcome of the doctors' into range serves (at least) two functions for the next recommendations. Because no such feedback was given judgment: (a) it conveys some sense of the appropriatein these experiments regarding the nurses' recommen-ness of one's previous confidence assessment; and (b) dations, in contrast, the greater confidence of nurses it may also revise one's estimate of the patient's responthan of doctors in the nurses' recommendations re-siveness to treatment. This latter factor, which reflects mained relatively constant throughout the experiment. the influence of feedback on learning about the dynamic Rather than driving confidence differences to zero for system itself, is arguably absent from static judgment the nurses' recommendations as well as for the doctors' tasks. (The closest analog is the subject's sense of the recommendations, however, the effect in Experiment 5 overall task difficulty level.) of giving feedback for both recommendations on each A second comment regarding the influence of feedtrial was instead to reinstate the initial bias in favor back in our experiments is that although it appears, of one's own recommendation over that of one's partner. under circumstances outlined above, to have driven the While subsequent analysis showed that in fact this bias confidence assessments of doctors and nurses into was larger at the beginning of the experiment than at closer agreement with each other, it did not drive the the end, suggesting that the feedback had some influ-assessments into agreement with the actual effectiveence in reducing disagreement between the doctors and ness of the treatment. That is, the systematic outcome nurses, the results clearly indicate that feedback is not feedback regarding the doctors' treatment recommensufficient to eliminate actor-observer differences in con-dations did not appear to eliminate or even diminish fidence.
overconfidence in the effectiveness of the recommended Why is it that the doctors were more confident than treatment over the course of the experiment. For examthe nurses in the doctors' recommendations when no ple, doctors were no less overconfident, on average over alternative was given by nurses (Experiment 1) and Experiments 2 to 4, when treating the final four pawhen the nurses did give an alternative recommenda-tients they encountered (mean overconfidence ϭ 25%) tion for which feedback was given (Experiment 5), but than they were for the first four (mean overconfidence not when nurses gave alternative recommendations for ϭ 23%). This may be somewhat surprising, given the immediacy and clarity of the provided feedback. Under which no feedback was given (Experiments 2 to 4)? In less idealized conditions in which there is a lag between Differences in the scatter component of the covariance decomposition are also suggestive: Scatter was the treatment decision and subsequent outcome information, performance in dynamic systems generally de-generally lower when subjects assessed their own treatment recommendations than when they assessed the teriorates (e.g., Diehl & Sterman, 1995) . Even under relatively ideal conditions, then, subjects were consis-treatment recommendations of their experimental partner. One possible explanation is that subjects in tently overconfident despite the systematic feedback they received. the latter case faced not only the uncertainty of the patient's responsiveness to treatment, but also uncerIn fact, in all conditions of all the experiments we report, subjects were substantially overconfident, in the tainty regarding the reasons the experimental partner recommended the treatment in question. The added sense of overestimating the probability that the treatment would be effective. This overestimation, which uncertainty might have introduced greater variance (unrelated to treatment effectiveness) into their confi- Yates (1990) refers to as overconfidence in one's actions, is arguably a qualitatively different phenomenon from dence assessments. The influence on overconfidence of social psychological factors involving observers' attributhat observed in many calibration studies using general knowledge items, which Yates (1990) refers to as over-tions of actor behavior, and vice versa, is a promising avenue for future investigation. confidence in one's judgment. It is notable in this regard, however, that perceived control did not appear to play
